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Abstract

In this paper, an approach to detect the sentiment
of a song based on its multi-modality natures (text
and audio) is presented. The textual lyric features
are extracted from the bag of words. By using these
features, Doc2Vec will generate a single vector for
each song. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive
Bayes (NB) and a combination of both these clas-
sifiers are developed to classify the sentiment us-
ing the textual lyric features. Audio features are
used as an add-on to the lyrical ones which include
prosody features, temporal features, spectral fea-
tures, tempo and chroma features. Gaussian Mix-
ture Models (GMM), SVM and a combination of
both these classifiers are developed to classify the
sentiment using audio features. GMM are known
for capturing the distribution in the features and
SVM are known for discriminating the features.
Hence these models are combined to improve the
performance of sentiment analysis. Performance is
further improved by combining the text and audio
feature domains. These text and audio features are
extracted at the beginning, ending and for the whole
song. From our experimental results, it is observed
that the first 30 seconds(s) of a song gives better
performance for detecting the sentiment of the song
rather than the last 30s or from the whole song.

1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is defined as a task of finding the opin-
ion about specific entities. In our case it is a task of finding
the sentiment of a song. With the growing amount of music
and the demand of human to access the music information
retrieval, music sentiment analysis is emerging as an impor-
tant and essential task for various system and applications.
To extract the sentiment, thousands of text, audio and video
documents will process in few seconds . Sentiment analy-
sis mainly focuses on two approaches, text based and audio
based [Tyagi and Chandra, 2015]. For any approach sen-
timent can be extracted using sentiment classification tech-
niques like machine learning approach, lexicon based ap-
proach and hybrid approach [Medhat et al., 2014].

In lyric-based song sentiment classification, sentiment-
vector space model is used for song sentiment classification
[Xia et al., 2008]. Experiments are done on two approaches:
knowledge-based and machine learning. In knowledge-
based, HowNet [Dong et al., 2010] is used to detect the
sentiment words and to locate the sentiment units with in
the song lyric. In machine learning, the SVM algorithm
is implemented based on Vector Space Model (VSM) and
sentiment-Vector Space Model (s-VSM), respectively. Ex-
periments show that s-VSM gives better results compared to
VSM and knowledge-based. A previous work includes senti-
ment analysis for mining the topics from songs based on their
moods [Shanmugapriya and Dr.B.Srinivasan, 2015]. The in-
put lyrics files are measured based on the wordnet graph rep-
resentation and the sentiments of each song are mined us-
ing Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Based on single adjective
words available from the audio dataset USPOP, a new dataset
is derived from the last.fm tags [Hu et al., 2007]. Using
this dataset, K-means clustering method is applied to create
a meaningful cluster-based set of high-level mood categories
for music mood classification. This set was not adopted by
others because mood categories developed by them were seen
as a domain oversimplification. The authors in [Hu et al.,
2009] presented the usefulness of text features in music mood
classification on 18 mood categories derived from user tags
and they show that these text features outperform audio fea-
tures in categories where samples are more sparse. An un-
supervised method to classify music by mood is proposed in
[Patra et al., 2013]. Fuzzy c-means classifier is used to do the
automatic mood classification.

In audio-based song sentiment classification: A method is
presented for audio sentiment detection based on KeyWord
Spotting (KWS) rather than using Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) [Kaushik et al., 2015]. Experiments show that
the presented method outperform the traditional ASR ap-
proach by 12 percent increase in classification accuracy. An-
other method for detecting the sentiment from natural audio
streams is presented [Kaushik et al., 2013]. To obtain the
transcripts from the video, ASR is used. Then a sentiment
detection system based on Maximum Entropy modeling and
Part of Speech tagging is used to measure the sentiment of
the transcript. The approach shows that it is possible to auto-
matically detect sentiment in natural spontaneous audio with
good accuracy. Instead of using KWS and ASR we can di-
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rectly extract the features like prosody, spectral etc to detect
the sentiment of a song from audio. For music audio classifi-
cation, instead of using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) and chroma features separately combination of both
gives better performance. Because chroma features are less
informative for classes such as artist, but contain information
which is independent of the spectral features [Ellis, 2007].
Due to this reason in our work, experiments are done by com-
bining both features along with some other features.

Instead of using only lyrics or only audio, research is also
done on combinations of both the domains. In [Hu and
Downie, 2010] work is done on the mood classification in
music digital libraries by combining lyrics and audio features
and discovered that complementing audio with lyrics could
reduce the number of training samples required to achieve the
same or better performance than single source-based systems.
Music sentiment classification using both lyrics and audio is
presented [Zhong et al., 2012]. For lyric sentiment classifi-
cation task, CHI approach and an improved difference-based
CHI approach were developed to extract discriminative affec-
tive words from lyrics text. Difference-based CHI approach
gives good results compare to CHI approach. For audio sen-
timent classification task, features like chroma, spectral etc.
are used to build SVM classifier. Experiments show that the
fusion approach using data sources help to improve music
sentiment classification. In [Jamdar et al., 2015], [Wang et
al., 2009] music is retrieved based on both lyrics and melody
information. For lyrics, keyword spotting is used and for
melody MFCC and Pitch features are extracted. Experiments
show that by combining both modalities the performance is
increased.

In this work, a method to combine both lyrics and audio
features is explored for sentiment analysis of songs. As of
now, less research is done on multimodal classification of
songs in Indian languages. Our proposed system is imple-
mented on Telugu database. For lyrics, Doc2Vec is used
to extract the fixed dimension feature vectors of each song.
SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers are built to detect the sen-
timent of a song due to their excellence in text classification
task. For audio, several features are extracted like prosody,
temporal, spectral, chroma, harmonics and tempo. Classi-
fiers that are built to detect the sentiment of a song are SVM,
GMM and combination of both. It is observed that in the lit-
erature a lot of work is done on whole song to know the senti-
ment, but the whole song will not give good accuracy because
the whole song may or may not carry the same attribute like
happy (positive) and sad (negative). The beginning and the
ending parts of the song includes the main attribute of that
song. Hence, experiments are done on different parts of the
song to extract the sentiment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:Database and
classifiers used in this work is discussed in section 2 and sen-
timent analysis using lyric features is discussed in section 3.
Sentiment analysis using audio features is discussed in sec-
tion 4. Multimodal sentiment analysis and experimental re-
sults in proposed method for detecting the sentiment of a song
is discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the pa-
per with a mention on the future scope of the present work.

2 Database and Classifiers used in this study
The database used in this paper is collected from the You-
tube which is a publicly available source. A total of 300 Tel-
ugu movie songs and lyrics corresponding to each song are
taken. The two basic sentiments presented in the database are:
Happy and Sad. Joyful, thrilled, powerful, etc are taken as
happy sentiment and ignored, depressed, worry, etc are taken
as sad sentiment. As our native language is Telugu, work is
implemented on Telugu songs which don’t have any special
features compared to other language songs. Telugu songs are
one of the popular categories of Indian songs and are present
in Tollywood movies. Most of the people belonging to the
south part of India will listen to these songs.The songs in-
clude variety of instruments along with the vocals. Here the
main challenging issue is the diversity of instruments and vo-
cals. The average length of each song is three minutes thirty
seconds and average number of words in lyrics for each song
is around 300. The database is annotated for the sentiment
happy and sad by three people. Annotators are provided with
the two modalities such as text and audio to correctly figure
out the sentiment of a song. Then based on inter-annotator
agreement, 50 happy songs and 50 sad songs are selected be-
cause some songs seems to be happy or sad for one annotator
and neutral to another annotator. So, only 100 songs are se-
lected out of 300. Inter-annotator agreement is a measure of
how well two or more annotators can make the same anno-
tation decision for a certain category. Among them 40% of
songs are used for training and 60% of songs are used for
testing.

2.1 Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier of words
based on the Bayes theorem with an independence assump-
tion that words are conditionally independent of each other.
This assumption does not affect the accuracy in text classi-
fication but makes really fast classification algorithm. De-
spite the assumptions that this technique uses, Naive Bayes
performs well in many complex real-world problems. Multi-
nomial Naive Bayes is used in our system where the multi-
ple occurrences of the words matter a lot in the classification
problem.

The main theoretical drawback of Naive Bayes method is
that it assumes conditional independence among the linguis-
tic features. If the main features are the tokens extracted
from texts, it is evident that they cannot be considered as in-
dependent, since words co-occurring in a text are somehow
linked by different types of syntactic and semantic depen-
dencies. Despite its simplicity and conditional independence
assumption, Naive Bayes still tends to perform surprisingly
well [Rish, 2001]. On the other hand, more sophisticated al-
gorithms might yield better results; such as SVM.

2.2 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machine classifier is intended to solve two
class classification problems. The basic principle imple-
mented in a support vector machine is that the input vectors
which are not linearly separable are transformed to a higher
dimensional space and an optimum liner hyperplane is de-
signed to classify both the classes. An SVM [Campbel et al.,
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2006] is a two-class classifier constructed from sums of a ker-
nel functions.

2.3 Gaussian Mixture Models
GMMs are well known to capture the distribution of data in
the feature space. A Gaussian mixture density is a sum of
M weighted component densities [Reynolds and Rose, 1995]
given by the equation:

p(xk|λ) =

M!

r=1

wrKr(xk) (1)

where xk is an N dimensional input vector,
Kr(xk), r = 1...M are the component densities and
wr, r = 1...M are the weights of the mixtures.

The product of the component Gaussian with its mixture
weight i.e., Kp(xk)wr is termed as component density. Sum
of the component densities is given by Gaussian mixture den-
sity. The accuracy in capturing the true distribution of data
depends on various parameters such as dimension of feature
vectors, number of feature vectors and number of mixture
components. In this work expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm is used to train the GMM models using audio fea-
tures.

3 Sentiment Analysis using Lyric Features
This section describes the process of extracting the textual
lyrics of a song. These features are then used to build a classi-
fier of positive or negative sentiment of a song. In Preprocess-
ing step, lyrics which contain stanza names like ”pallavi” and
”charanam” were removed because, as the lyrics are collected
from the Internet the headings (”pallavi” and ”charanam”) are
common for each song which does not act like a feature to de-
tect the sentiment of the song. If the same line has to repeated,
it is represented as ”x2” in the original lyrics, so ”x2” is re-
moved and the line opposite to that is considered as twice. For
each song in a database one feature vector with 300 dimen-
sion is generated for better results. As we have 100 files, 100
feature vectors are generated one for each song. For checking
the accuracy, each song is manually annotated and is given a
tag like happy or sad.

Here Doc2Vec model is used for associating random doc-
uments with labels. Doc2vec modifies word2vec algorithm
to a unsupervised learning of continuous representations for
larger blocks of text such as sentences, paragraphs or whole
documents means Doc2vec learns to correlate labels and
words rather than words with other words. In the word2vec
architecture, the two algorithms used are continuous bag of
words and skip-gram and for the doc2vec architecture, the
corresponding algorithms are distributed memory and dis-
tributed bag of words. All songs are given as input to the
doc2vec. This generates a single vector that represents the
meaning of a document, which can then be used as input to
a supervised machine learning algorithm to associate docu-
ments with labels. Song sentiment analysis based on lyrics
can be viewed as a text classification task which can be handle
by SVM and NaiveBayes (NB) algorithms due to their better

classification performance. Both SVM and NaiveBayes clas-
sifiers are trained with vectors generated from the doc2vec.
After calculating the probabilities from both the classifiers,
average probabilities of them is computed. Which ever class
gives highest average probability that test case is hypothe-
sized from that class. Like this these two classifiers are com-
pared. By combining both the classifiers, rate of detecting the
sentiment of a song is improved. Given a test data song, the
trained models classifies it as either happy or sad. Three ex-
periments are done on each song:beginning 30 seconds, last
30 seconds and for the whole song.

Table 1: Sentiment Classification with Lyric Features
SVM NB SVM+NB

Whole song 60.6 52.3 70.2
Beginning of a song 67.5 57.3 75.7
Ending of a song 64.4 55.8 72.4

From Table 1 it is observed that a combination of both the
classifiers gives high percentage for beginning of the song
compared to the ending and whole song. Whole song gives
less accuracy in detecting the sentiment of a song. By keeping
the training data set constant several experiments are done on
the test data. The average performance of sentiment analysis
for beginning, ending and for whole song is 75.7, 72.4 and
70.2 respectively.

4 Sentiment Analysis using Audio Features
This section describes the process of extracting the audio fea-
tures of a song. These features are then used to build a clas-
sifier of positive or negative sentiment of a song. Each song
underwent the preprocessing step of converting mp3 files into
wave file (.wav format), into 16 bit, 16000 Hz sampling fre-
quency and to a mono channel. To extract a set of audio fea-
tures like mfcc, chroma, prosody, temporal, spectrum, har-
monics and tempo from a wave file openEAR/openSMILE
toolkit [Eyben et al., 2010] is used. Brief details about audio
features are mentioned below:

• Prosody features include intensity, loudness and pitch
that describe the speech signal.

• Temporal features also called as time domain features
which are simple to extract like the energy of signal, zero
crossing rate.

• Spectral features also called as frequency domain fea-
tures which are extracted by converting the time do-
main into frequency domain using the Fourier Trans-
form. It include features like fundamental frequency,
spectral centroid, spectral flux, spectral roll-off, spectral
kurtosis, spectral skewness. These features can be used
to identify the notes, pitch, rhythm, and melody.

• In Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (13 di-
mension feature vector) the frequency bands are equally
spaced on the mel scale, which approximates the human
auditory system’s response more closely.
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• Chroma features (12 dimension feature vector) are most
popular feature in music and is extensively used for
chord, key recognition and segmentation.

• Harmonic tempo is the rate at which the chords change
in the musical composition in relation to the rate of
notes.

Although this toolkit is designed for the emotion recognition,
the research has been done on sentimental analysis by using
the same toolkit which is succeeded [Mairesse et al., 2012].
As prosody have been used before for the task of emotion
recognition in speech, it has also been experimented for the
task of sentiment analysis by the authors [Mairesse et al.,
2012]. Three experiments are performed here:beginning 30
seconds, last 30 seconds and for the whole song. Features
that are extracted are trained on the classifiers such as SVM,
GMM and combination of both. GMM are known for cap-
turing the distribution in the features and SVM are known
for discriminating the features. Hence these models are com-
bined improve the performance of detecting the sentiment of
a song using the audio features. GMM need more features
for training compared to Naive Bayes and SVM, but in tex-
tual part we have less features (only one feature vector for
one song using doc2vec). Where as for audio, several fea-
tures are their because for each song features are extracted at
frame level with a frame size of 20 ms. So for acoustic mod-
els GMM and SVM are used where as for linguistic features
Naive Bayes and SVM are used. A total of 40 dimension
feature vectors are extracted, each of them obtained at frame
level. During the feature extraction, frame size of 25ms and
frame shift of 10ms are used. In this work, number of mix-
tures for GMM models (64) and Gaussian kernel parameters
for SVM models are determined empirically.

Table 2: Sentiment Classification with Audio Features
SVM GMM SVM+GMM

Whole song 52.8 54.9 69.7
Beginning of the song 55.8 73.5 88.3
Ending of the song 64.7 61.7 82.35

From Table 2 it is observed that the whole song gives less
performance in detecting the sentiment of a song because the
whole song will carries different attributes (happy and sad)
which is not clear. So by using part of song, the performance
is increased. Hence experiments are done even on beginning
and ending of the song. Combination of both classifiers gives
a high percentage for beginning of the song compared to the
ending of the song. SVM is best performed at the ending
of the song, GMM is best performed at the beginning of the
song. By keeping training data set constant several experi-
ments are done on the test data. The average performance of
sentiment analysis for beginning, ending and for whole song
is 88.3, 82.3 and 69.7 respectively.

5 Multimodal Sentiment Analysis
The main advantage that comes with the analysis of audio as
compared to their textual data is it will have voice modularity.

In textual data, the only source that we have is information re-
garding the words and their dependencies, which may some-
time be insufficient to convey the exact sentiment of the song.
Instead, audio data contain multiple modalities like acoustic,
and linguistic streams. From our experiments it is observed
that textual data gives less percentage than the audio, so the
simultaneous use of these two modalities will help to create a
better sentiment analysis model to detect whether the song is
happy or sad.

Sequence of steps in proposed approach is presented in the
Figure 1. Table 3 presents the accuracy of sentiment by com-
bining lyrics and audio features. The whole song may not
convey sentiment, so there will be lot of similarity between
sad and happy features. Hence features extracted from dif-
ferent parts of a song are used to identify the sentiment of
the song. To handle the similarity of sentiment classes, deci-
sion from different classification models trained using differ-
ent modalities are combined. By combining both the modali-
ties performance is improved by 3 to 5%.

Figure 1: Block diagram of multimodal sentiment analysis of
songs

Table 3: Sentiment Classification with Lyric and Audio Fea-
tures

Lyric Audio Lyric+Audio
Whole song 70.2 69.7 75.8
Beginning of a song 75.7 88.3 91.2
Ending of a song 72.4 82.3 85.6

6 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, an approach to extract the sentiment of a song
using both lyrics and audio information is demonstrated.
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Lyric features which are generated using Doc2Vec and most
efficient audio features like spectral, chroma, etc are used to
built the classifiers. Sentiment analysis systems are built us-
ing the whole song, beginning of the song and ending of the
song. By taking the whole song the performance is very less
because the full song will contain more information (features)
which is confusing. Hence experiments are done on the be-
ginning and the ending of the songs which are giving better
results. Features are extracted from beginning of the song
are observed to be giving better performance compared to the
whole song and the ending of the song. Because the instru-
ments and vocals which convey the sentiment for beginning
part of the song may or may not sustain throughout the song.
Several experiments are done by keeping training data con-
stant. The proposed method is evaluated using 100 songs.
From the experimental results, recognition rate is observed
to be in between 85% to 91.2%. This work can be extended
by including more attributes like angry, fear and by extract-
ing more features like rhythm and tonality. The percentage of
lyric sentiment analysis can be improved by using rule based
and linguistic approach.
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